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 Extend your advertising reach
 into the exciting World of mobile.
 Reach your target audience
 regardless what device they are
 on by incorporating a mobile
 advertising strategy. Target users
 by behavior, geography, content or
 even by a specific mobile device.
 No one can deny the World is
 transitioning towards a heavier
 usage of mobile devices. Luckily,
 advertising on mobile devices
 is very similar to traditional
.displayadvertising. Lets get started

 A small rocky island off the
 northern coast of Nipon is
 nowhere to be found. Niponese
 authorities are still researching
 this out of the ordinary incident.
 The island is believed to have
 been washed away by the striking
.cyclone that took place last week

 The island, known as Sushi Land,
 was officially registered as a
 Niponese Island in 2005 and is
 considered to be a vital source of
 income for Niponese economy
 due to the large revenues it
 generates from its touristic
 .charm
 The island is 3.4 meters above
 sea level and was visible from
 every corner in northern Nipon
 but now it has disappeared.
 Thankfully the island’s population
 have all been vacuumed before
.the cyclone

 According to Sony Arixon, a
 coast guard official, islands
 going missing is an uncommon
 but possible post cyclones
 incidences. However it never
.took place in Nipon

 The vanshing of this island may
 affect Nipon’s economy and
 flora and fauna since Sushi Land
 enjoyed a spectacular beauty
 owed to its pink colored sands
 .and cola rivers
 Unfortunately there is nothing “
 we can do about it“ says Arixon.
 Nipon is now ensuring it
 protects its off coast islands by
 building research centers to
 cease such tragedies. Nipon is
 already an island state and the
 protection of its off coast islands
 is a big challenge, considering
 are a matter of dispute that
 many of these islands

 with neighboring countries like
 .China and West Borea
 Ironically, Nipon is prone to
 natural disasters like tsunamis
 and earthquakes and according to
 officials such disasters can lead to
 .remerge of missing islands
 Just last year, Nipon added a
 new island to its list after a rocky
 outcrop emerged from the ocean
 following an earthquake and in
 2003 another island appeared
 some 300 meters south of Ramen
 Land-Nipon’s Capital- engulfing
!an already existing island
 Initially, the phenomenon raised
 fears of mysterious seismic
 activity, but geologists said it was
 probably the result of a landslide
 that pushed the underwater
.surface up
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A day on the Tour deFranceFootball and manners mix well
By: Maaraj Al- Khanbashi

 Starting from an early age,
 many youngsters especially
 boys become fascinated and
 interested in football. They
 grow up and become interested
in becoming .football  players

 Many of them work hard and
 become popular and famous.
 People love them and want to take
 pictures with them and newspapers
 conduct interviews with them,
 however not all football players
 play good enough to receive
trophies like the golden.foot
Mr. Bunny is the most

 famous football player in  
  Bayanistan. He plays in the
 central line and has preformed
 well over the past 20 years
 of his career. He was even
 nominated to win the golden foot
 trophy when he participated
 in the 2015 World Cup
 Championship. However due
 to miscommunication, Bunny
 did not win. In the middle of
 agame he got into a conflict with
 the competing team and this
 resulted in him being expelled
 from participating in any football
match for 2 years after he   has hit
one of the players.

 This shows that behavior and
manners come before any g
ame even if it meant

 competition. Bunny could  
 have won but his low.manners
stop him from doing so

 On the other hand Mr. Kitty
 Cat was one of the least
 known football players in  the
 country. He only participated in
.specific games as an alte rnate

 However during one of the
 matches, a member of the
 competing team fell and broke
 his leg. Mr. Kitty Cat stopped the
 game and stopped playing and
 the hurried to help him despite
 being infamous and addressed
 as an alternate player. Such
 behavior led to win the golden
foot price!without raising a finger

 Bayanistan the land
....of football legends

 In May 2004, the Bayanistani team
 won the nomination to World Cup
 after beating the Mazoonistani
 team in penalty kicks. Later, the
 winning team competed with
 Coffeezil team but despite his
 long standing experience in this
.field, Coffezil lost to Bayanistan

 For the first time in history,
 the famous football players of
 North Asia lost to Bayanistan
 after the team won in the very
.”last minute by a ”lucky kick

 Bayanistan team made a promise
 to the people of the country
 that the 2004 World Cup will
 be theirs no matter what. They
 fulfilled their promise and the
 team won after 5 more attempts
.”against ”excellent teams

 In the next round, Bayanistan
 participated again in the 2008
 World Cup. This time it was hosted
 in Bayanistan and the promise was
 made that this cup will not leave
 the borders of this country. Again,
 the team won the World Cup
 and therefore, Bayanistan is now
called the land of football legends

 Bayanistan the land of football
legends

APS opens in Bayanistan
By: Zuweina Al- Hosni

 The Achievement Private School
 officially opened yesterday in the
 city of Kale in northern Bayanistan.
 The opening ceremony was
 sponsored by the Governor of
 Bayanistan, His Excellency Shiekh
 Said bin Khalfan and was attended
 by a number of senior officials
 and national figures as well as
.the school’s administrative staff

 After the ribbon cutting, the
 governor announced the official
 opening of the school and unveiled
 the memorial plaque. The school
 was built on an area of 2125
 square meters and is considered
 to be the first international school
 in the republic. The minister
 of education read a welcoming
 speech and described the event
.”as a ”happy and joyful day

 The school principal described
 the opening of this school as a
 ”flower that blossomed in the
.”gardens of science of Bayanistan

 He added that with the effort and
 inspiration of the teachers and
 the cooperation of the students,
 the future will be bright. He
 noted that this school is not just
 a school to teach students, but it
 gives a great means of prosperity
 and is a symbol of communication
 and understanding between
.the community members

 Thanking him for hosting and
 attending the opening ceremony,
 the minister of housing was
 thanked for his participation
 in constructing the building
 and assuring all the basic needs
.and requirements are fulfilled

 The school is equipped with full
 services such as: administrative
 offices, teachers' offices, a library, a
 cafeteria, toilets, restrooms, prayer
 halls, gymnasiums, teaching
 rooms with 93 classrooms as well
.10 buses that are available 24//7

 The school is also affiliated
 with Cambridge University. It
 provides IGCSE, A Level and
 honors degree to its students
 who are also allowed to choose
.the regular local curriculum

 The school is looking forward
 to farther expand the building
 by adding four more buildings
 one of which is dedicated as a
 ”teacher’s lounge“ while the other
.is reserved for student activities

The Fort of all forts
BY: Mohammed Al-Dhiyabi

 The phrase ”even older than
 history“ applies well on Bayanistan.
 This ancient land is jammed with
 historical monuments that mark
 the country’s 7000 years of history.
 From the golden-topped pyramids
 and all the way to exquisite
 turqouise mosques, Bayanistan
 has a lot to offer. Each corner of
.this country has a story to tell
 Some 300 km south of Bayanistan’s
mega city- Buscat- lies the palm-
 covered oasis of Pahlaa. This
 ancient town is said to be the
 oldest town in the country with
 excavations suggesting that life
 thrived here as early as the 3rd
 century BC. The town has its root
 anchored deep into the soils of
 civlization and the abundance
 of ancient walls, burial mounds,
 ancient temples and palaces is
 enough to prove so. Nevertheless,
 the town reached its glory in the
 16th and 17th centuries AD. e
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Bayanistan 
promotes tourism

The Sultanate of Bayanistan 
participated in the International 
Tourism festival held in 
Bucky .Kentucky, UCA
The festival is considered to be 
the most famous tourism festival 
in the entire world and Baynistan 
participated to promote itself as an 
international tourism.destinations
Millions of visitors visit the 
Sultanate annually due to the 
majestic scenes it offers from 
snow-capped mountains and 
skislopes and all the way to silver-.
sand beaches and tiny islands
No where in the world can be 
compared to this country which has 
been once called heaven on.earth
Participants showed interest 
in coming to this country 
as they were thrilled by the 
magical nature and the glorious 
history this country enjoys, the 
following:pictures are a proof

how we can 
save the earth

Tourism


